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ActiveBondex Step 1 is the main product of the salon treatment: protects hair during 
colouring, lifting and bleaching. It protects hair from breakages and it fuses with the hair 

MAIN SALON 
TREATMENT
Protects hair

Reduces breakages

step 1

Active Bondex Step 2 is the second phase of the salon treatment: it stabilizes the bonds 

making it shine.

ACCESSORY SALON
 TREATMENT

Seals hair
Gives strenght

shine & suppleness

step 2

Active Bondex Step 3 is the home maintenance treatment. It helps to keep the reached 
result unchanged and protects hair from further mechanical damages. For a perfect 
result, use it once a week.

HOME MAINTENANCE
 TREATMENT

Keeps the treatment
Protects from

mechanical damages
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Shake well before use. To reach strong light result (not for scalp bleach) increase 
the volumes of the peroxide when you mix Active Bondex (from 10 to 20 vol. / from 

20 to 30 vol. / from 30 to 40 vol.)

STEP 1

Pour the peroxide and mix.

Pour the bleaching powder or the 
colour cream.

Add Active Bondex Step 1 to the mixture.
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Bleaching Powder

Colour Cream

QuantityTreatment Active Bondex quantity

Each 30 g
 Less than 30 g

 More than 30 g

Each 10 ml 1 ml

8 ml
4 ml

Prepare a new bowl with a new mixture
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Rinse without shampoo.

Leave on the hair for the normal resting time 
(depending upon the used tecnique).

Dry with a towel.
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After Step 1, apply 15 ml. of Active Bondex Step 2 to 
towel-dried hair, combing from roots to lengths. 

Apply the usual shampoo.

Apply a conditioner.

Rinse.

10 min10 min Leave in for 10 minutes at least.
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Shampoo.

Apply Active Bondex Step 3 from roots to lengths.

Rinse abundantly and style as usual. 
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Leave in for 5 minutes. 5 min
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